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Manitoba Library Consortium
Consortium de bibliothèques du Manitoba
University of Manitoba
Archives of Manitoba
Legislative Library
University of Winnipeg
Canadian     Patrimoine
Heritage       canadien
Canadian Culture Online
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Online Archive
41 Historical Newspaper Titles
150,000 pages  (1859 to 1920)
French and English Newspapers
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Online Archive
Rare & Unique Documents
800 pages
letters
memoirs
diaries
drawings
maps
photographs
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Manitoba
Utopia
Ideal
Resource
http://manitobia.ca
Manitobia.ca
French
English
Bilingual Interface
Source material
not translated
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Educators
Tools & Aids
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Tools & Aids
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Primary & Secondary
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Students
Primary & Secondary
•history & culture
•sense of perspective
•cause & effect relationships
•critical thinking about documents
•read & summarize material
•role models
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Researchers
Historians
Easy access to primary sources
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Researchers
Historians
Easy access to primary sources
Variety of approaches to topic:
•Newspapers
•Photo Albums (photographs)
•Our Stories (individual biographies)
•Maps
•Historical Themes (events)
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Themes
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Historical Context
Local historian
Themes
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Local historian
Themes
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Tells the story 
of a small section 
of Rupert’s Land, 
called Red River, 
and its growth 
into a  20th century 
province.
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King Charles II 
granted 7.7 
million square 
acres of land
to the 
Hudson’s Bay 
Company
Rupert’s Land
1670
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Red River
Métis
Descendants of 
French-Canadian
adventurers & 
their
Aboriginal 
wives.
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First Newspaper
1859
Nor’Wester
William 
Buckingham
& 
William 
Coldwell
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Nor’Wester
Subscribers
Canada
United States
Britain
Manitobia.ca
Nor’Wester
World News
Business
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World News
Current 
Events
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Nor’Wester
World News
Conflicts
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Nor’Wester
Editorials
Agriculture
Economics
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Editorials
Establish
Institutions
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Editorials
Politics
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Lost & Found
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Employment
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Personal Expression
Poetry
Travel Experiences
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Communication 
Red River People
Existing World
Future Generations
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Impact 
Increased
Reader Interest
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University 
of Manitoba Libraries
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http://manitobia.ca
Nor’Wester
Successors 
Manitobia.ca
Newspapers
Published in several
Languages:
English
French
Polish
Ukrainian
Icelandic
German
First person 
accounts.
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Newspapers
19th Century
Issues
French-English language issue
Catholic-Protestant controversy
Federal-Provincial conflict
Church-State relationships
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Newspapers
20th Century
Battles
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Newspapers
Title-Issue-Page-Story
Browse:
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Title-Issue-Page-Story
Browse:
Full Text
Search:
Louis Riel
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Biographies
Photos
Links: 
Diaries
Documents
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Digitization 
Process-Newspapers
Newspapers scanned from microfilm negatives (Winnipeg)
OCLC  
OCR and XML performed in Bethlehem, PA and Israel
Olive 
XML described a physical location for each word on page
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Digitization 
Process-Documents
Original documents scanned (Winnipeg)
OCLC  
Documents transcribed in original language
TEI XML applied to transcriptions
Manitobia Team  
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Technology
Jakarta: Apache, Cocoon, Lucene
Server  
Software developed for Manitobia.ca is open source (Martini)
by Bess Sandler
Manitobia Team  
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Project Teams 
Louise Ayotte-Zaretski
Project Manager
Management Committee
Mark Leggott Betty Dearth                         Peter James                     Sue Bishop
Louise Ayotte-Zaretski Huguette Dandeneau Scott Reid                       Ken Kuryliw
Shelly Penziwol Carell T. Jackimiek
Content Team
Louise Ayotte-Zaretski Edith Burkey Raymond Sokalski OCLC
Larry Laliberte Lynne Champagne                Valaerie Gillis               Olive
Doug Smith                              Pat Harrison            Linda Dixon                   guppy
Market Force
Technology Team
Mark Leggot Dave Kisly Peter Binkley                 Jonathan Roby                      
Louise Ayotte-Zaretski Bess Sadler                               Jared Whiklo David Chistenson
Nigel Long                               Carell T. Jackimiek
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Future Developments
Brandon Daily Sun 1900-1917
More Content  
Winnipeg Tribune  1939-1945
Wallace Papers
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Summary
Online Historical Newspapers
Today’s technology
Yesterday’s stories
Tomorrow’s generations
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People of Manitoba
Thank you
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